Something for everyone

Whether you came for the educational sessions, the social events, the new products or all of the above, you can find it here at CDA Presents.

Look around you. Everywhere you look here at the CDA Presents The Art and Science of Dentistry, there is something going on — rooms filled with dynamic speakers, an exhibit hall full of new products and technology, spots for resting and kicking back, and thousands of people to share it all with.

Let’s start with the exhibit hall. This year, there are nearly 100 new product launches, allowing dentists the ability to stay current on the latest trends in the industry. You can find these new products at Brush Buddies (booth No. 220), Isolite Systems (booth No. 1746), Philips (booth No. 2218), PureLife Dental (booth No. 312), Sterngold (booth No. 1673), Shofu Dental (booth No. 1128) and more.

Now let’s move on to the educational aspect. From lectures on equipment care and repair to search engine optimization, social media and online marketing, the course lineup is enriched with key information for dentists and staff. Here are some highlights:

• "Basic Training – Equipment Care and Repair," led by Tim Yaeger Jr. and Tim Yaeger Sr., taking place from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today and repeating from 2 to 4:30 p.m. In this workshop, dentists and/or employees will...

Get out and see Orange County

Want to have some fun in Orange County when you aren’t at the meeting? Check out the ideas below.

Disneyland

Discounted Disneyland Resort theme park tickets for Disneyland and Disney’s California Adventure are available to attendees during CDA Presents. These tickets are created just for attendees and are not available at the front gates of the theme parks. To purchase these tickets, visit cda presents.com or disneyconventionear.com/ZMCE14N.

Disneyland fireworks

The best place to watch Disneyland’s nightly fireworks display is from inside the gates, but it’s not the only place you can see them.

Just outside the gates of Disneyland and Disney California Adventure is the main esplanade. If you face the entrance to Disneyland, it’s almost as...
EyeSpecial C-II

NEW! Visit us Booth #1128

Built in dental cropping grid lines to get a clear and concise image, the first time.

SMART DIGITAL CAMERA, DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR DENTISTRY

- 8 clinical shooting modes - easier, faster and more reproducible images
- Water and chemical resistant - essential for infection control in the office
- Small in size, easy to hold with one hand - anti-shake mode built in
- Large LCD touchscreen - works with exam gloves
- Exceptional depth of field range

Visit www.shofu.com or call 800.827.4638
be trained in a hands-on environment on how to perform simple repairs and maintenance on common dental equipment, including air/water syringes, compressors, handpieces, lights, sterilizers and vacuums.

- “Search Engine Optimization, Social Media and Online Marketing,” led by Rachel Mele, ACB, taking place from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Friday and repeating from 1 to 4 p.m. At this workshop, attendees will learn about YouTube, Facebook and leveraging a dynamic website that connects the dentist with prospective patients.

- “Team Fabulous!” led by Victoria L. Wallace, CDA, LDA, taking place from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Saturday and continuing from 1 to 3:30 p.m. In this session, dentists and their teams will learn how important it is to work as a team in the dental practice and how to improve communication skills with patients and team members.

- The Spot educational sessions. This place, on the exhibit floor, offers the “Smart Dentist Series” of free, one-hour lectures. Topics for the one-hour lectures range from “Frequently Asked Regulatory Compliance Questions” to “Mobile Marketing for Dental Practices.”

Social events
In addition to the multitude of learning options and opportunities, CDA Presents provides ways to unwind and socialize. Here are a couple:

- WineFUNdamentals Seminar, 4 to 5:30 p.m. Friday on the exhibit floor. Taste six different well-known food and wine pairings and then vote for your favorite in a food and wine pairing competition. Tickets are $30.

- CDA Party, 7 to 10 p.m. Friday at the Hilton Anaheim. Unwind from the business of the conference and take a trip to an Island Paradise, CDA style. The member party will have live music, island entertainment and drinks and food with a tropical flair. Tickets are $50.
Welcome to CDA Presents The Art and Science of Dentistry, and congratulations on actively moving your understanding and professional success forward!

It is only through excellent education that we individually grow and develop as dental professionals and, through that, build a practice that is not just successful but delivers comprehensive and high-quality care.

As a patient, I expect the best care I can find. As a doctor, I want to deliver the best care possible. That takes us to the power of continuing education, and, as doctors, we are faced with many choices in continuing education.

As a way to introduce you to the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies, or LVI, I want to outline what LVI is about and what void it fills in your practice. The alumni who have completed programs at LVI were given an independent survey, and unlike the typical surveys, 99.7 percent said they love practicing dentistry, and of those surveyed, 92 percent enjoy their profession more since they started their training at LVI. That alone is reason enough to go to LVI and find out more.

While the programs at LVI cover the full breadth of dentistry, the most powerful and life-changing program is generally reported as being Core I, or “Advanced Functional Dentistry — The Power of Physiologic Based Occlusion.” This program is a three-day course that is designed for doctors and their teams to learn together about the power of getting their patients’ physiology on their side.

In this program, doctors can learn how to start the process of taking control of their practice and start to enjoy the full benefits of owning a practice and providing high-quality dentistry. Regardless of whether it is a solo practice or a group setting, every doctor can start the process of creating comprehensive care experiences for his or her patients.

We will discuss why some cases doctors are asked to do are actually dangerous ones to restore cosmetically. We will discover the developmental science behind how unattractive smiles evolve and what cases may need the help of auxiliary healthcare professionals to get the patient feeling better.

The impact of musculoskeletal signs and symptoms will be explored, and we will look at how the supporting soft tissue is the most important diagnostic tool you have — not simply the gingiva but the entire soft-tissue support of the structures, in the mouth and also in the rest of the body.

A successful restorative practice should not be built on insurance reimbursement schedules. An independent business should stand not on the whims and distractions of a fee schedule but rather on the ideal benefits of comprehensive care balanced by the patients’ needs and desires.

Dentistry can be a challenging and thankless business, but it doesn’t have to be. Through complete and comprehensive diagnosis, there is an amazing world of thank yous and hugs and tears that our patients bring to us when we change their lives. The Core I program at LVI is the first step on that journey. That’s why when you call, we answer the phone: “LVI, where lives are changing daily!”

LVI Core I three-day course designed for doctors and their teams to learn together

For more information

For more information on the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies, visit www.lviglobal.com.
Popcorn kernels, hard candy or ice ... no worries!

**BruxZir**® Solid Zirconia
Full-Arch Implant Prosthesis

$2,995* per arch
Complete with full-arch implant provisional

“**It’s better because it’s BruxZir.**”

![Graph showing flexural strength comparison](image)

Lithium disilicate ceramic has 400 MPa while zirconia materials exhibit a flexural strength of more than 1200 MPa. However, because of post-powder processing, BruxZir Solid Zirconia exceeds that strength threshold, with flexural strengths up to 1465 MPa.

1. Glidewell Laboratories internal data
2. Clinicians Report, TRAC Research, June 2012

*Price does not include multi-unit abutments, shipping or applicable taxes.

---

**Our toughest implant-supported restoration ever!**

To see the ‘Hammer Test’ video, go to [www.glidewelldental.com](http://www.glidewelldental.com) and click on the ‘BruxZir’ link at the top of the page

You can also view step-by-step clinical protocols at [www.glidewelldental.com/downloads](http://www.glidewelldental.com/downloads)

- **STRENGTH:** Solid zirconia — no porcelain overlay, denture teeth or acrylics, just 1,465 MPa BruxZir Solid Zirconia
- **DURABILITY:** No color changes, no odor absorption, no metal frame
- **BIOCOMPATIBILITY:** Solid zirconia is hypoallergenic and has been shown in clinical studies to be wear-compatible with enamel
- **7-YEAR WARRANTY:** If material damage occurs, a free replacement is provided from the stored digital design data

---

**For more information**

888-786-2177
www.glidewelldental.com

GLIDEWELL LABORATORIES
Premium Products - Outstanding Value
Check out Gelato Prophy Paste, NiteBite

By Keystone Industries Staff

For Keystone Industries, 2014 is bringing a lot of excitement. Currently, the company is presenting its new packaging for its award-winning Gelato Prophy Paste while continuing a push on the anti-bruxing device NiteBite.

Recipient of Top Prophy paste awards for 2013 and 2014, Gelato Prophy Paste now has a great, fresh look to match the high-quality product. Performance is what makes Gelato great, with smooth, pliable and splatter-free application.

The 1.23 percent fluoride ion Gelato paste is perfect for high-luster polishing and stain removal, but it remains gentle enough on the enamel with minimal enamel loss.

Gelato paste comes in boxes of 200 individual disposable cups for convenient use. The disposable cups eliminate cross-contamination and include a prophy ring for ease of application on a patient’s teeth. For more options, the paste comes in 12-ounce jars (exports only).

The paste is available in four different grits (fine, medium, course and x-course) for various stain removal needs. Typically, hygienists use the fine grit for routine use, and the medium grit gives a little more stain removal power. The coarse pastes are required for removing moderate to heavy stains.

In addition to the multiple grits, Gelato Prophy Paste also comes in a large assortment of flavors, such as piña colada and orange sherbet. The line also has mint, cherry, bubble gum and raspberry to satisfy picky clients.

The individual cups are clearly labeled for quick retrieval and application.

NiteBite

Another great Keystone product is NiteBite. Its special design and thin construction within the “freeway space” — the distance between the physiological rest position and the first point of contact of the upper and lower teeth — stops people from clenching and grinding their teeth. NiteBite can also stop symptoms such as headaches and tooth and jaw pain.

This proprietary, patented and FDA-cleared device is the first bite-guard that functions within the patient’s freeway space.

NiteBite uses the jaw’s natural proprioceptive response to trigger the jaw-opening reflex. As the lower teeth approach contact with the Nite-Bite, the jaw-opening reflex returns the lower jaw to the physiological rest position where no teeth touch each other or the NiteBite.

The muscles relax, and NiteBite effectively relieves jaw, head and neck pain and associated symptoms of TMJ disorder.

Not only does the device work physiologically and simply, but it’s also easy to mold to the patient’s bite. In less than five minutes, a dentist or hygienist can heat the device and shape it to a patient’s front teeth. Then the patient is ready to go home with his or her new NiteBite. It’s that simple!

Be sure to check out Keystone Industries during 2014 — a lot of exciting things are coming your way!

Free sample


Keystone’s Gelato Prophy Paste.
(Photos/Provided by Keystone Industries)

Keystone’s NiteBite.

AD

CDA Anaheim Booth #1547

Handheld X-ray Systems

Your Next Game-Changer.

Give your practice the fastest workflow and most flexibility of any other X-ray.

NOMAD keeps your practice up and running, so you have the time to do what’s most important.

The NOMAD provides hundreds of images from one battery charge, and goes easily from operatory to operatory, in or out of the office. For practices with aging equipment needing to be replaced, the NOMAD Pro 2 is a game-changer.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 866.340.5522 www.aribex.com Schedule a demo today!

$250 Rebate to upgrade from your wall-mount visit aribex.com/rebate for details
ENGAGE™ KIT SPECIAL*

(1) OCO Engage™ Surgical Kit
Place the entire line of Engage™ bone level implants with this one kit.

+ (20) OCO Engage™ Implants
Choose between 3.25, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0mm diameter Engage™ implants in a variety of lengths.

All this for only $4,995.00

SDI SPECIAL*

Choose between 2.2, 2.5 and 2.9mm diameter SDI implants in a variety of lengths. Available in both O-Ball and Crown & Bridge.

$995.00

* Offers valid at 2014 CDA ONLY. Cannot be combined with other specials or in conjunction with previous orders.
Showcasing CariVu: A new approach to caries detection

By DEXIS Staff

The new CariVu™, a compact, portable caries detection device, is creating quite a buzz here at the CDA Presents.

If you have yet to stop by the DEXIS booth, No. 1656, to see this new product, then you owe it to yourself to take a look today.

DEXIS CariVu uses unique, patented transillumination technology to provide the ability to easily detect a range of carious lesions (occlusal, interproximal, recurrent) and cracks. This new system employs near-infrared light, which, in images, turns the natural tooth transparent and the caries dark, similar to radiographs, thus making it a view that is familiar to clinicians.

Not only are CariVu images easy to read and understand, they are captured and stored with the patient’s other images in the DEXIS software. Because all intra-oral X-rays, camera and CariVu images for the select tooth appear side-by-side, the clinician can quickly compare them to make a diagnosis and decide on a course of treatment.

These images can also be shared with patients so they may better understand the need for preventive or restorative care.

The technology behind CariVu offers an advantage in diagnosis of caries over systems that rely on fluorescence reactions, which are typically denoted by colors or numeric values.

In laboratory testing, this new transillumination device showed the view of the lesions on the images correlated well with their actual physical conditions.

With CariVu, the dentist therefore gains a more accurate view of the actual carious lesion’s shape and size, not just an indication of the presence of decay.

Be sure to get your hands on CariVu in the DEXIS booth, No. 1656.

Tell us what you think!

Do you have general comments or criticism you would like to share? Is there a particular topic you would like to see articles about in today? Let us know by e-mailing feedback@dental-tribune.com.
What do you have in common with 99% of dental professionals around the world...

...our outstanding portfolio of award-winning brands that you use and trust everyday.

KaVo Kerr Group

Inspiring best practices

TAKE OUR INNOVATION TOUR | kavokerrgroup.com
TAUB Products rebrands the company, adds new product line

By TAUB Products Staff

George Taub Products and Fusion Co. Inc., has rebranded to TAUB Products with a new corporate logo and fresh concept marketing for individual dental products. Jordan Taub, a third-generation family member who started working for the company in 2004 after six years as an art director and freelance designer, decided it was necessary to re-create the company brand with a sleek and highly recognizable mark.

“I love my grandfather, but George Taub Products and Fusion Co. Inc., was just too long a name,” Taub said. “TAUB needed a look that stood out. As an established company, I wanted to create a mark that was unique, new and fresh, yet easy to remember and also captured aspects of previous logos, so as to be familiar for customers.”

The launch of FUSION-Zr Esthetic Resin Cements

As the official launch at the 2014 Chicago Dental Society approached, TAUB Products was busy developing creative and cutting-edge design elements for its new state-of-the-art self-adhesive resin cements.

FUSION-Zr Cements, available in light cure or dual cure, are for the permanent cementation of all-ceramic restorations, zirconia, CAD/CAM materials, veneers, crown and bridge, inlays/onlays, PFM, posts/fiber posts and natural tooth structure.

TAUB named the cements FUSION-Zr to give tribute to “Fusion” in the company name and the first of its kind blockbuster product, Fusion — Silane Primer. TAUB added “Zr” to the name because the cements adhere very nicely to zirconia.

“We felt that using the FUSION-Zr name was a great way to reuse and add a new product line to a prestigious mark in the dental industry,” Taub said.

“We designed the logo icon in the form of a star that represented the definition of FUSION and paired the whole logo with an incredible red glowing image of the ic1396b Elephant Nebula, photographed by astrophysicist Dr. Nick Wright for IPHAS.org. Since nebulae of this nature are where ‘fusion’ stars are born, using all these graphic elements together was a natural choice for this product.”

Below is the new FUSION Zr. The logo is visible on the box. (Photo/Provided by TAUB Products)
THE WORLD’S BEST-SELLING IMPLANT
MAKE IT SIMPLE

There’s a solid scientific basis for the popularity of the MIS SEVEN implant system. Advanced design features offer a unique combination of surgical and restorative benefits: long-term stability, better BIC, excellent osseointegration properties and great esthetic results. To learn more, visit our website: www.misimplants.com or call us: 866-797-1333 (toll-free)
SharperPractice: The Bat Cave of dentistry

By SharperPractice Staff

SharperPractice specializes in distributing innovative products from around the globe that are “Best in Class.” For more than 20 years, the company has been in the business of providing the most advanced intraoral camera solutions in the industry—as well as innovations that increase efficiency for the dental office.

Some dentists who have visited the SharperPractice booth in a dental meeting exhibit hall refer to it as the “Bat Cave” because they are amazed at the quality and innovation in the products presented.

The company’s flagship product, the DocPort i.o. intraoral camera, features a fog-free, focus-free design for ease of use and crystal-clear imaging. Image acquisition is hassle-free via the easy-touch capture button located on the camera wand or with the optional USB footswitch.

Direct connection to USB ports using a standard, inexpensive USB cable eliminates potentially costly cable repairs, and the camera is supplied with a remote automatic on/off handpiece holder.

Drawn to integrate directly with any dental software platform in both PC and Macintosh environments, DocPort i.o. is an easy choice for quality dental imaging.

New from Carl Zeiss — and from others

• As many as 75 percent of adult patients experience some degree of anxiety when visiting the dentist. Tackling patient anxiety is not always a simple solution for a dental practice. One of the most effective and natural ways of putting them at ease is through distraction, which can take the mind’s attention away from the sights and sounds of the dental office to a more calm and peaceful place.

  Thanks to the Cinemizer OLED, your patients can experience high-quality 2-D or 3-D videos during almost any procedure in a comfortable, convenient and immersive environment. This will help them relax and forget where they are, decreasing anxiety and stress and improving their overall experience in your office.

  • SockIt! is the first and only wound dressing specifically designed for oral use. It’s as simple as performing the procedure as you normally would, then applying SockIt! chairside and sending the remainder home with the patient. You can use it after any procedure, and it does not replace anything else in your office.

  • FlashMax P3, one of the most powerful curing lights in the world, has a wide-spectrum output of more than 5,800 mw/cm² and cures 3 mm layers of most materials in only two seconds. Manufactured in Denmark, the FlashMax P3 features a unique ergonomic design with simple identical bilateral controls in a cordless form factor.

  Replaceable smart-charge battery technology allows the light to charge throughout the day on its 360-degree base and activates 200 cures on a single charge. It contains nearly three times the power of plasma arc lights at a fraction of the cost.

  • The EverClear mirror is a must for every dental office. This is the mirror you never have to wipe. Gone are the days of constantly wiping handpiece spray and debris from a dental mirror. Gone are worries about the assistant’s air spray keeping the mirror clean. No longer will dentists twist their backs and necks to get a direct view of the tooth, when a spray-covered mirror stops serving its purpose.

  Only the best in class products and services become SharperPractice offerings, according to the company. For more information, you can visit www.sharperpractice.com or stop by the booth, No. 1649, here at CDA Presents.

The EverClear mirror

To see some of SharperPractice’s offerings, stop by the booth, No. 1649, here at CDA Presents.

• Cinemizer OLED virtual reality video glasses from Carl Zeiss. (Photos/Provided by SharperPractice)

• The I-DENT EverClear mirror, right, never needs to be wiped clear of handpiece spray and other debris (as opposed to a regular mirror, left), ensuring constant unobstructed views of your work zone.
Shofu Dental Corp. announces the latest addition to its extensive product line: the EyeSpecial C-II Digital Dental Camera.

The EyeSpecial C-II digital dental camera is designed exclusively for dentistry and features 12 megapixels and eight shooting modes that are easier, faster and more reproducible to ensure the best quality of images are achieved.

The EyeSpecial C-II offers a high-performance, 49 mm close-up lens, intuitive one-touch operations, an ultra-lightweight sleek body design and a large LCD touchscreen, which allows the user to view and scroll through images effortlessly, even with a gloved hand.

Designed to produce superb image quality, EyeSpecial C-II has exceptional depth of field range, fast autofocus and anti-shake capabilities, as well as infrared, UV and anti-reflection filters to help achieve those high-quality images. Although lightweight, the camera is very durable and will withstand the occasional mishandling. It is scratch- and scuff-resistant, as well as water and chemical proof, which is essential for infection control in the office.

Created for dental and orthodontic photography, case presentations and at the bench in a laboratory, EyeSpecial C-II is user friendly and can be held comfortably with one hand, freeing the other to use a cheek retractor or mirror. Included with the EyeSpecial C-II is a 4 GB SD XC card, but the camera is also compatible with an Eye-Fi Pro X2 card, allowing images to be automatically transferred and uploaded onto a computer, tablet or smartphone.

With a retail price of $2,795, EyeSpecial C-II comes with a 4 GB SD XC card, four AA batteries, a Kenko 49 mm macro lens for close-up shots, a computer connection cord and hand strap and flash calibration card.

In addition, SureFile photo management software is available for free download. This software will allow the user to automatically sort and file images by patient name or ID number, saving time and improving HIPA standards.

Shofu’s EyeSpecial C-II is designed exclusively for dentistry and adds consistent efficiency to all your dental photography needs. It is available at www.shofu.com or contact Shofu Dental Corp. at (800) 827-4638.
By OCO Biomedical Staff

Since 1976, OCO Biomedical has raised the bar of excellence within the field of dentistry by producing state-of-the-art, user-friendly dental implant solutions. Today, we continue to manufacture superior dental implants and attachment systems. We are dedicated to meeting the ever-evolving needs of our customers and continue to deliver innovative products while supplying only the best customer care.

OCO Biomedical, formerly known as the “O” Company, revolutionized the over-denture stabilization market when we introduced our patented O-Ball/O-Ring attachment system for removable prosthesis in 1980. Throughout the 1990s, OCO worked diligently with the dental implant community to produce subsequent generations of innovative dental implants that met the needs of dental implant practitioners around the world.

In 2003, we were the first company to develop a one-piece, full-size implant: the ISI. Presently, we are the only company to manufacture immediate load implants that result in osseous fixation when placed by way of our patented Bull Nose Auger™ Tip and Embedded Tapered Platform™ at the top of the implant.

OCO is proud to deliver an implant product line that is designed specifically to improve procedural and functional performance and enhance overall implant success rates. Designed for selective loading (either immediate or conventional [delayed] loading), OCO Biomedical’s Dual Stabilization™ Dental Implant System is simple and minimally invasive. It can be used for simple implant procedures but is versatile enough to address even the most complicated of cases. Because our system is so flexible with easy restorative options, it meets the needs of general practitioners and specialists alike.

OCO Biomedical aims to be the worldwide market leader in dental implantology by creating and supplying the most innovative, effective and user-friendly dental implant products. Additionally, we offer dentists a valuable educational experience through our dental implant training seminars and always guarantee superior customer service and technical support.

Core I: Advanced Functional Dentistry

The Power of Physiologic Based Dentistry

The Future of Dentistry Awaits You

Core I guarantee: We are so sure you will be satisfied with this course that we offer a money back guarantee!

“LVI has given me a new driving force in my career. It has recharged my enthusiasm for dentistry and made me realize that my career choice was not a mistake.”

— Dr. Charlie Sike, Savannah, GA

“I wish I would have attended LVI earlier in my career. I still have time to make a difference but this info is too valuable to not be used throughout an entire dental career.”

— Dr. Tim Schreiber, Highland, IL

“Not only did I learn what I didn’t know about dentistry, I learned how to help my own long history of pain in the head and neck. Thanks for the missing link.”

— Dr. Paul Bell, Denver, CO

TO REGISTER

Email Concierge@lviglobal.com or Call 888.584.3237

www.LVIglobal.com

Upcoming 2014 DATES

June 18-20 – LVI (Las Vegas)
October 1-3 – LVI (Las Vegas)
December 10-12 – LVI (Las Vegas)

Here at CDA Presents

To learn more about OCO Biomedical and to check out the company’s implant solutions, stop by booth No. 667.
ProMax® S3
WHAT IF... You Could Do ALL Your Routine Imaging Extraorally?

The Industry’s #1 Digital Panoramic X-ray

- Anatomically Accurate Extraoral Bitewing Program enhances diagnostic capabilities and eliminates gagging
- Patented SCARA technology consistently opens interproximal contacts
- Enhances clinical efficiency - takes less time and effort than a conventional intraoral bitewing
- Captures more clinical data from lateral to third molar
- Fully upgradable to 3D and cephalometric capabilities
- Open design for simple, face-to-face patient positioning

For a free in-office consultation, please call 1-855-245-2908 or visit us on the web at www.planmecausa.com

PLANMECA
Dental isolation is one of the bedrock challenges in dentistry. The mouth is a difficult environment in which to work. It is wet and dark, the tongue is in the way, and there is the added humidity of breath, which all make dentistry more difficult.

Proper dental isolation and moisture control are two often overlooked factors that can affect the longevity of dental work — especially with today’s advanced techniques and materials. Leading dental isolation methods have long been the rubber dam — or manual suction and retraction with the aid of cotton rolls and dry angles. Both of these methods are time and labor intensive — and not particularly pleasant for the patient.

Enter Isolite Systems: Its dental isolation technology delivers an isolated, humidity- and moisture-free working field as dry as the rubber dam but with significant advantages, including better visibility, greater access, improved patient safety and a leap forward in comfort. Plus, it can do everything two quadrants at a time.

The key to the technology is the “Isolation Mouthpiece.” Compatible with Isolite’s full line of products, the mouthpiece is the heart of the system. It is specifically designed and engineered around the anatomy and morphology of the mouth to accommodate every patient, from children to the elderly.

The single-use Isolation Mouthpieces are available in five sizes and position in seconds to provide complete, comfortable tongue and cheek retraction while also shielding the airway to prevent inadvertent foreign body aspiration. Constructed out of a polymeric material that is softer than gingival tissue, the mouthpieces provide significant safety advantages, and their ease-of-use can boost your practice’s efficiency, results and patient satisfaction.

Whether you use the Isolite, Isodry or our new Isovac, our mouthpieces keep the working field as dry as a rubber dam but are easier, faster, safer and more comfortable for the patient. The safety advantages and ease of use will boost your practice’s efficiency, results and patient satisfaction.

Isolite Systems provides three state-of-the-art product solutions: Isolite, illuminated dental isolation system; Isodry, a non-illuminated dental isolation; and the new Isovac, dental isolation adapter.

Using the Isolation Mouthpieces, all three dental isolation products comfortably isolate upper and lower quadrants simultaneously while providing continuous hands-free suction. This allows a positive experience where the patient no longer has the sensation of drowning in saliva/water during a procedure and the practitioner can precisely control the amount of suction/humidity in the patient’s mouth.

Isolite Systems dental isolation is recommended for the majority of dental procedures where oral control and dental isolation in the working field is desired. It has been favorably reviewed by leading independent evaluators and is recommended for procedures where good isolation is critical to quality dental outcomes.

Visit the Isolite booth, No. 1746, here at CDA Presents The Art and Science of Dentistry or go online to www.isolitesystem.com.
Your hands will love it!

NEW PrefeYence
LIQUID HAND SANITIZER

- Favored 3:1 over the leading liquid sanitizer
- Kills 99.9% of the most common germs
- Dries in less than 10 seconds
- Gloves slide on easily after use
- Moisturizes the skin

Visit booth 1736 at CDA for a free sample
and a $5 Starbucks Gift Card

800.626.5651
whipmix.com

RESTORATIVE ORAL HEALTH
Utilizing a digital workflow for provisionalization with BioTemps

Case illustrates that digital impressions aren’t limited to final restorations and single units

By Tarun Agarwal, DDS, PA

Today’s digital impression technology enables dentists to create a virtual, computer-generated replica of the hard and soft tissues in the mouth quickly and accurately, using their choice of optical scanning device. As an ardent supporter of digital impressions, I make every attempt to digitize our restorative workflow. There are numerous benefits to a digital impression:

- **Efficiency:** It takes less time to take a digital impression than a traditional impression.
- **Quicker turnaround time:** Clinicians often forget or fail to realize the true value of this. Getting restorations back faster is better for the patient, the practice and the overall case outcome.
- **Cost savings:** Have you ever calculated the cost of taking a traditional impression for a final restoration? If you add up what your office spends on impression materials, chair time and case shipping fees, you will be amazed at how much is spent on traditional methods.

**Case presentation**

The female featured in this article has been a patient in our practice for nearly eight years. She has a porcelain-fused-to-metal bridge from tooth #5 to #12, replacing missing #7 to #10. She is not terribly unhappy with the look and feel of the bridge, but the bridge has been no stranger to the big issue facing PFM restorations: the chipping of porcelain from the metal substructure.

During the past eight years, we have patched various corners and lingual surfaces. Recently, the patient agreed to replace her long-span PFM bridge with an implant-supported bridge on #7 to #10 and individual crowns on the abutment teeth. However, she was adamant about not going a day without teeth. We advised her that this would not be an issue.

Because of the complexity of her implant surgery, immediate loading was not possible. This meant we needed a long-term esthetic provisional that would last the duration of the treatment, could be removed for surgery and was adjustable for post-surgical contouring.

A BioTemps® provisional bridge (Glidewell Laboratories; Newport Beach, Calif.) was the quick and easy answer.

Traditionally, BioTemps are made prior to preparation and relined chairside. This case illustrated that digital impressions aren’t limited to final restorations and single units prior to preparation and relined surgical contouring.

A BioTemps provisional bridge (Glidewell Laboratories; Newport Beach, Calif.) was the quick and easy answer.

Traditionally, BioTemps are made prior to preparation and relined chairside. In this case, I wanted to have the BioTemps made to fit the final preparations of the abutment teeth, which would later be converted to individual restorations. As an advocate of digital impressions, I chose to follow a digital workflow.

The provisional BioTemps bridge offers the following important advantages in this case:

1) **Trial smile:** The patient gets a “trial” of the new contours. Any modifications to length or contour can be made chairside, avoiding costly remakes and unhappy patients.
2) **Long-term durability:** Because of the complexity of this case, full treatment will take much more than 12 months. An acrylic provisional fabricated chairside simply won’t hold up this long.
3) **Removability:** For implant surgery, the specialist will need the ability to remove and re-cement the provisional with relative ease.
4) **Adjustability:** The necks of teeth #7 to #10 will need to be adjusted after surgery to remove any pressure to the surgical sites. BioTemps are easily adjusted.

**Surgical assistance:** The contours and esthetics of the BioTemps will serve as a “guide” to the surgeon for grafting and placement of the implants.

As this case illustrates, digital impressions are not just limited to final restorations, and certainly not just to single units. It’s time for you to take a closer look at digital restorative technologies and see how they can benefit your practice and your patients.
Simply the BEST!
NO FOCUSING
NO FOGGING,
WORKS WITH ANY SOFTWARE
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CAN INTRAORAL CAMERAS
REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
TRY ONE FOR FREE AND SEE
WHAT YOU MAY HAVE BEEN MISSING!

- NO MONEY DOWN
- PAY IN 30 DAYS ONLY IF YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED!*

"Credit card charged in 30 days if product not returned"
SELECT YOUR NO-MONEY-DOWN, RISK-FREE SPECIAL SHOW OFFER

► Super Special #1
Trade in Your Old Camera
and Save $1500

► Super Special #2
BUY 2 GET 1 FREE!

► Super Special #3
BUY 3 GET 2 FREE!

The DocPort i.o. intraoral camera features a focus-free design for ease of use and crystal clear imaging. Image acquisition is hassle-free via the easy-touch capture button located on the camera wand, or with optional USB footswitch. Direct computer connection using a standard inexpensive USB cable eliminates costly cable repairs and the camera is supplied with a remote automatic on/off handpiece holder. Easy integration with any dental software platform in both PC and Macintosh environments makes DocPort i.o. the natural choice for quality dental imaging.

James Rosenwald, DDS, FAGD
“I recently bought two DocPort cameras (to replace my older units) and found them so easy to use and so valuable to my practice that I have purchased three more units. I highly recommend this camera.”

Gerald Ross DDS—Tottenham, ON
“I’ve had cameras costing more than double, but my staff prefers the DocPort over any other because the pictures show incredible detail and it’s so easy to use. We’ve tried a lot of them, but this camera is amazing.”

SharperPractice.com
Celebrating 20 Years of Innovation

DocPort i.o.
LED Intraoral Camera System

QUESTIONS? CALL US TOLL FREE:
1.800.392.1171
www.sharperpractice.com
Orascoptic introduces the HDL 2.5x — a loupe with micro-sized optics that delivers lightweight comfort and the visual clarity you would expect from an Orascoptic loupe.

Unlike other small telescopes on the market, the HDL does not compromise on field size. The field depth of the HDL rivals that of the Orascoptic award-winning HiRes™ 2.5x, yet the innovative optical design is 25 percent smaller than that of its predecessor.

The HDL design leverages an elongated bezel to deliver steep declination angles for improved ergonomics. Each loupe also offers high-definition resolution, creating an enhanced visual acuity for the clinician and better procedural outcomes for the patient.

Developed to have a generous field of view, clinicians are able to easily transition instruments into the viewing field, which may help to reduce examination and procedural times. The compact size of the HDL 2.5x also provides significant viewing space above the telescope, making it easier to read charts and consult with patients without having to remove one’s loupe.

While designed for performance, a clean brushed metallic finish and exceptionally small profile add an esthetically pleasing element to this medical device, according to the company.

The loupe is available on all Orascoptic frame models and can be configured as a through-the-lens (TTL) or a flip-up that employs a new advanced ergonomic hinge.

About KaVo Kerr Group
KaVo Kerr Group is a global portfolio of dental brands and operating companies that share common values of trust, experience, choices, quality and smart innovation. Brands include KaVo, Kerr, Kerr Total Care, Pentron, Axis, Orascoptic, Sybron Endo, Pelton & Crane, Marus, Gendex, DEXIS, Instrumentarium, SoreDEX, i-CAT, NOMAD, Implant Direct andOrmco. With more than 500 years of combined experience and proven solutions, KaVo Kerr Group uniquely serves the dental profession.

Orascoptic assists clinicians in delivering better procedural outcomes through better visualization. Founded by a dentist in 1981, Orascoptic has been designing and manufacturing award-winning loupes and light systems in Middleton, Wis., for 30 years.

Here at CDA Presents
To see the HDL 2.5x for yourself, stop by the Orascoptic booth, No. 1616.
Esthetic Resin Cements Creating Remarkable Restorations

- **FUSION-Zr™** Cements are self-adhesive, available in light cure or dual cure. For permanent cementation of all-ceramic restorations, **Zirconia, Lithium Disilicate, CAD/CAM materials, veneers, crown & bridge, inlays/onlays, PFM, posts/fiber posts.**

- **Speed-Set** - Light sensitive, cures completely and fast.

- **Ultra-Grip Placement** - Stay-Put viscosity holds the veneer in place. Fast and easy clean-up.

- **Self Adhesive** - Bonding agents can be used. Bonding agents not required.

**SHADE OPTIONS:** Color Stable

- Crystal Clear for Accurate Visualization.
- Opal White for Natural Brightness.

---

**THE NASH INSTITUTE**

Lecture hall with thirty-plus hands on work stations and ample space for larger groups in lecture format.

---

**Total Esthetics Continuum**

This learning series is one of the most comprehensive and affordable programs for esthetic dentistry in the world.

The Total Esthetics Continuum includes three 2-day hands-on courses:

1. **Direct Composite Resin Dentistry**
   - June 27 (Fri) - 28 (Sat)

2. **Indirect Esthetic Dentistry**
   - July 25 (Fri) - 26 (Sat)

3. **Full Mouth Esthetic Reconstruction**
   - August 15 (Fri) - 16 (Sat)

Each is a course in itself, but together they form a complete study in esthetic and cosmetic dental treatment. By combining good business practices as taught by Debra Engelhardt Nash in the Business School for Esthetic Dentistry with the expertise gained by taking the clinical courses, improved practice success is virtually guaranteed.

Tuition: Individual clinical courses are $1195 and the full Continuum is $2995.

Seats are limited.

Call: 704-895-7660
Email: rdnash@aol.com

---

**FUSION-Zr™ Resin Cements / Veneer Styx**

Veneer Procedure by Ross Nash, DDS - The Nash Institute

**Fig 1:** Smile before treatment plan.
**Fig 2:** Close up of incisors before treatment.
**Fig 3:** DJURAhn™ No Prep Veneers (Thin Veneers).

**Fig 4:** Etch with Phosphoric Acid.
**Fig 5:** FUSION-Zr™ Veneer Cement.
**Fig 6:** Use Veneer Styx to seat and position veneers.
**Fig 7:** Easy clean-up and handling characteristics.
**Fig 8:** Light cure of FUSION-Zr™ Veneer Cement.
**Fig 9:** Case complete. The perfect smile.

---

Dr. Ross Nash

---

The Nash Institute

---

Fusion Zr

---

277 New York Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07307
Tel: 800.828.2634 / 201.798.5363 Fax: 201.659.7186
Email: sales@taubdental.com
Website: http://www.taubdental.com

---

TP

---

Taub Products
Family-owned Flow Dental expands digital imaging line
40-year-old company keeps pace with practices going digital

By Flow Dental Staff

Flow Dental, long a leading manufacturer of dental film and film accessories, has transformed its product portfolio to also include unique products essential to every dental practice that has gone digital.

“We determined that our relevancy in a digital world would hinge on our ability to provide dentists with accessories that improve sensor or PSP [phosphor storage plate] usage and augment procedure workflow. No pun intended,” said Bill Winters, president of Flow Dental.

“Dentists have really responded to our digital products. They recognize the added value we put into each product. They don’t buy our products based on price; they buy based on the benefits to their practice and their patients.”

In today’s PSP market, for example, one in eight phosphor plate users relies on Flow’s Safe’n’Sure line of PSP envelopes.

Safe’n’sure’s three product styles offer time-savings solutions to enhance throughput and productivity, while helping to extend the life and usage of the phosphor plates.

A great example of this is Flow’s Safe’n’Sure OPT style (Fig. 1). These PSP covers are designed for plates that include magnets, which account for about 25 percent of the market.

Unlike any other product, Flow pre-loads the cardboard insert halfway into the PSP envelope. Not only does this remove a time-consuming step, but it also assures the plate can never be loaded incorrectly (because the magnet on the plate must line up with the cut-out on the cardboard insert).

To enhance removal of the plate, the OPT has a unique butterfly seam that enables the user to easily remove the plate with touching it – thus prolonging and preserving longevity of the plate.

Flow’s Deluxe Safe’n’Sure line was recently featured in a review by Clinical Research Associates. More than 75 percent of dentists who reviewed Flow’s Deluxe Safe’n’Sure would recommend it to their peers.

In the sensor area, Flow distinguishes itself with its new Snuggies, an adjustable sensor sleeve. Snuggies enables the user to cinch-tight the sleeve around the sensor, regardless of sensor size or thickness. This means the operator no longer must twist the sleeve around the sensor cable to keep it in place.

These types of details help office productivity and reduce expensive sensor repairs or replacements.

Other sensor accessories include the Sensible’s adjustable sensor positioner (Figs. 2a, 2b), which enables the user to move from an anterior to a posterior to even a bitewing position — all with the same bite block. The bite block can be adjusted to the midline of any sensor, whether horizontally or vertically placed.

To enhance removal of the plate, Flow pre-loads the cardboard insert halfway into the PSP envelope. Not only does this remove a time-consuming step, but it also assures the plate can never be loaded incorrectly (because the magnet on the plate must line up with the cut-out on the cardboard insert).

Flow recently celebrated 40 years in business. Its sister company, Wolf X-Ray, is celebrating more than 80 years in medical imaging.

“We’re easy to use and long enough to reach the back molars,” Winters said. “Dentists will appreciate the added convenience of not having to search for forceps or get the ink all over their gloves.”

Flow Dental is far from finished re-inventing itself. Its newest product is the Exposure line of articulating strips, made in the United States (with no forceps needed).

For more information on Flow Dental’s products, visit www.flowdental.com, contact your local dealer or stop by booth No. 657.
All canals are not created equal. Neither are hand files.

Roydent offers a full array of files so you have the right file for the job. Every time.

All Roydent hand files feature:
- German made with precision engineering
- Ideal tactile feedback
- Non-slip plastic handles for a firmer grip
- ISO color coded for easy identification
- Pre-inserted silicone stops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>TIP</th>
<th>DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-FILES</td>
<td>Non-Cutting tip</td>
<td>Designed for initial access and breaking through calcification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-FILES</td>
<td>Cutting tip</td>
<td>Designed for full instrumentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEXICUT FILES</td>
<td>Non-Cutting tip</td>
<td>Triangular blade for increased flexibility. Designed for full instrumentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NITI FILES</td>
<td>Non-Cutting tip</td>
<td>Conforms to the curvature of the canal during instrumentation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also available: Hedstroms, Reamers, Mid-Sized K-Files.

SPECIAL OFFER: Mix, Match and Save!
Hand Files · Gates · Peeso · Gutta Percha · Paper Points

Purchase 10 packs, receive 4 FREE!

roydent.com · 1.800.992.7767

* Redemption: To receive your FREE product, fax your qualified invoice dated 5/15/14 to 5/19/14 to: Roydent Dental Products (800) 769-3308 with Promo Code RIG identified on or before 6/15/14. One qualifying invoice per redemption. Please indicate name, size and length of free product to be of equal or lesser value. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Not to be combined with any other Roydent offer. USA only.
For almost a decade, Aribex has been ripping the X-ray system off the wall and putting it into the hands of the dental team. Aribex manufactures a handheld, completely mobile X-ray system called the NOMAD. According to the company, one NOMAD does the work of multiple, wall-mounted X-ray systems, saving the typical dental practice thousands of dollars in equipment costs. Morever, because the NOMAD enables dental team members to safely and effectively stay with patients during X-ray procedures, a bitewing series can be completed in half the time required by a wall-mounted system. Unlike conventional wall-mount and portable X-ray systems, the NOMAD is lightweight, rechargeable (battery-powered) and can go anywhere. Almost 13,000 NOMADs are now in use worldwide.

Building upon previous innovation and design, Aribex introduced the NOMAD Pro 2, providing the same mobile convenience and cost savings while increasing durability and performance.

“The Pro 2 is exactly what our customers want,” said Ken Kaufman, general manager of Aribex. “We asked our customers how we could improve our marquee product. We listened, designed prototypes, asked for feedback and iterated until we met their requests. The end result of that hard work is the Pro 2. It’s simply the best handheld X-ray system yet.”

The newly designed battery handset with infrared connectors, together with a new charging cradle, improves the system’s durability and boosts battery performance.

“One consistent comment we heard from our customers focused on the charging station,” Kaufman said. “Our engineers spent hours working with customers, researching new solutions. Our final design is a big improvement, and our customers will agree.”

Durability also is enhanced by a re-engineered user interface that is more scratch- and moisture-resistant.

“The operatory environment can be hard on equipment, particularly with our products that are easily carried from operatory to operatory,” Kaufman said. “The NOMAD Pro 2 will stand up to repetitive antiseptic and cross-contamination control.”

Get a new NOMAD Pro 2
If you have an old, 8.5-pound, working NOMAD Dental and the 5.5-pound NOMAD Pro 2 sounds appealing, visit www.aribex.com/trade-in to learn how you can get a $1,400 rebate when you trade in for a NOMAD Pro 2. Trade in the oldest working NOMAD out there, and you’ll be in the running to win a free NOMAD Pro 2.

“We’re excited to show our customers our new innovations and enhancements,” Kaufman said. “We invite our customers to visit our exhibit at booth No. 1547 for a special demonstration of our new NOMAD Pro 2.”
Big things sometimes come in small packages

HDL™ Loupes are smaller and lighter than our award-winning HiRes line, but with the quality resolution and generous field size you would expect from Orascoptic.

Introducing the NEW HDL™ Loupes from Orascoptic
Ralph Brennan’s Jazz Kitchen in Downtown Disney has upstairs balcony seating that gives you an amazing view. The outdoor seating at Naples Italian Restaurant also has a few tables that give you a direct view.

Want something a little more private? Try Hotel Menage, located right by Disneyland and the 5 freeway. It has an outdoor bar and patio that gives you a direct view of the Matterhorn.

The Hilton Anaheim

Sixteen hotels are close to the Anaheim Convention Center. One of them, the Hilton Anaheim Hotel, is adjacent to the convention center and offers amenities for people of all ages. The Mix Restaurant, inside the Hilton, features a variety of dishes created from some of the finest organic and natural ingredients in the region. The Mix Lounge also provides a place to enjoy signature cocktails and an extensive wine list.

GardenWalk

There’s no need to worry about transportation to GardenWalk — no matter where your hotel is, if you’re close to the convention center, it’s footsteps away. It’s also a great place to stroll under sunny Southern California skies or starry nights.

GardenWalk is an open-air district (more than 400,000 square feet) showcasing a who’s-who of renowned restaurants, shops and cosmopolitan hotels — all surrounded by lush landscaping, waterfalls and rich architecture.

GardenWalk features a number of nationally known restaurants, including Roy’s Hawaiian Fusion Cuisine, McCormick & Schmick’s Grill, F.F. Chang’s China Bistro, The Cheesecake Factory, California Pizza Kitchen, FiRE + ICE Grill + Bar and Bubba Gump Shrimp.

There are also plenty of entertainment options, including Bowlmor Lanes, an upscale bowling lounge complete with concierge, executive chef and exclusive bowling party areas; and Heat Ultra Lounge, a 9,500-square-foot nightclub.

In addition, Anaheim GardenWalk features a 14-screen movie complex with luxury seating and dining and one IMAX screen. Some of the retail stores include LUSH Fresh Handmade Cosmetics, White House/Black Market, Sunglass Hut, The Body Shop and Geeky Mamas.

Tasty treats

• Balboa Bar: On Balboa Island in Newport Beach, enjoy the famous Balboa Bar, a square vanilla ice cream treat on a stick, dipped in chocolate and rolled in your choice of candies or nuts.
• Date Shake: The Crystal Cove Shake Shack, a historical landmark on Pacific Coast Highway in Corona del Mar, opened in 1946 and was later purchased by Ruby’s. Today, you can still ask for the famous Date Shake, a blended drink of dates and ice cream, or try the locals’ favorite — Monkey Flip, a peanut-buttery concoction.
• OC-tini: The Montage Resort & Spa, an exclusive upscale resort in Laguna Beach, welcomes guests to enjoy The OC Martini — a mix of Bacardi ‘O’ Rum, Cointreau and fresh orange juice — in its lobby lounge overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
• Boysenberry pie: Today, every boysenberry in the world can trace its roots back to Knott’s Berry Farm. The boysenberry — a cross between a blackberry, a red raspberry and a loganberry — was named after its creator, Rudolph Boysen. Walter Knott was the first to commercially cultivate the boysenberry on his farm, which later became America’s first theme park.
• In-N-Out Burger: Southern Californians and beyond crave the simple and delicious menu at the Orange County-based In-N-Out. Made up only of burgers, fries and shakes, the menu does have a few secret orders. If you’re especially adventurous, try your burger “animal-style” with extra sauce and grilled onions.

(Source: Anaheim/Orange County Visitor’s & Convention Bureau)
INTRODUCING

Absolute DENTIN
plus
High Strength Core Composite

• BPA FREE
• Cuts like dentin
• Dual cure
• Low viscosity
• Automix
• Radiopaque
• No dispensing gun needed
• Available in two shades; Absolute White and Tooth Shade A2/B2

Visit us at booth #1643 to learn more!

I love using Absolute Dentin™ for my cores, however, Absolute Dentin™ PLUS lowers viscosity allows the material to flow and adapt well in small areas on the tooth. It’s also perfect for flowing into tight post holes when a post is also needed.”

— Gregg A. Helvey, O.D.S., M.A.G.D.

If you’ve used Absolute Dentin, you’ve been creating durable cores with impressive physical properties (72 Barcol Hardness, 172MPa Flexural Strength, and 355MPa Compressive Strength). You experienced how AD stacks beautifully, cuts like dentin and works great with Brush&Bond®. Now imagine all of those attributes and more in new Absolute Dentin™ Plus!

New Absolute Dentin Plus features Nano technology giving it a slightly lower viscosity than original AD so it’s even easier to syringe the material into a small diameter canal when cementing a post. Don’t be mistaken, though. Absolute Dentin Plus still stacks, still cuts like dentin and still works great with Brush&Bond®.

Durability
Absolute Dentin Plus exhibits an impressive 85 Barcol Hardness and a Flexural Strength of 175 MPa. It has a Compressive Strength of 400 MPa, so it’s every bit as strong, if not slightly stronger than original Absolute Dentin.

Convenient and saves time!
Along with a lower viscosity, NEW Absolute Dentin Plus is BPA-free for those concerned with materials containing Bisphenol A. It’s dual-cure so you can hit it with a light on all sides for a 5mm depth of cure and it will continue to completely self-cure in 5 minutes to achieve an indistinguishable depth of cure! The 5ml syringe makes for easy hand-dispensing (eliminating the need for a dispensing gun) and we’ve even provided two types of introrad tips along with the static mixers for easy access to even the toughest areas of the oral cavity.

Options
Absolute Dentin Plus is radiopaque (200% of Aluminium) and comes in two shades: Absolute White and Tooth Shade A2/B2. If certain circumstances call for a more viscous material, we encourage you to stick with original Absolute Dentin. However, you may want to give both versions a try. You may find that they’re both terrific for a variety of cases. Try them today and you can judge for yourself!

Order direct from Parkell for a 45-Day Risk-Free Trial!

* If you’re not satisfied, call us within 45 days. We’ll pick them up at our expense, and give you a full refund—including your original ground shipping charges (express shipping will not be reimbursed). This offer valid only when product is purchased directly from Parkell, Inc. | 1-800-423-7446 | www.parkell.com

MADE IN USA

New!
LIGHTWALKER ATS™

A CLASS OF ITS OWN, NOTHING COMPARES!

Erbium & Nd:YAG LASER Dual Wave Length
20 Watt Er:YAG Hard & Soft Tissue = Ultra Fast Cutting
15 Watt Nd:YAG = Proven Perio Wavelength

QSP & VSP Technology = Faster, More Precise & Comfortable

50μs Er:YAG Pulse Duration = Fewer Shots & Less Anesthesia

OPTOflex Delivery System = Enhanced Efficiency & Reliability

PHAST PIPS = Fast, Effective Laser Endo

Dual Wavelength = Advanced Laser Perio

Proven, Predictable, Consistent Clinical Results

CALL TODAY or TEST DRIVE

LIGHTWALKER ATS™

CDA Anaheim, 15-17 May

Booth #2142

See More at T4MED.com Call us at 949.276.6650